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I... bout my head as a team
East seven marlin when enough was to seen
Codi out to robbery bring that stake and cheese
Fing jell upon it down like you say three
I was born through the wind he was just upon the block
Talking sleep sipping the... clock around nine o'clock
Now they bring off the chop
He was just eating the burger there
Now they like the candle at the... bringing murder there
That's what the hood call it ludi alcoholic, 
Who all... last once to the coffin
You wanna hear about swag I'm not the one who listen
to
Just expect the murder seeing any time I hit the bo
Pop over the Heineken, my G is blowin the rifa
While be laughin at that cat it's me muggin in the
previous
Eyes born high school was trapped to the penis
Shell tals ass whippin bought you byt his... 
Playin cat, playin when the streets get extorted
Can beat it where recorded run to the cops reported
You ain't the... heat, I'm good with the letters
You can never hang me, I'm... secret weapon boy that
shady game me
A product of the block thought it was all good
Until some hood stuck me up right in the church parkin
lot
I never took my mind for that effect my behaviour
Looking in the devil's eyes in the house of the savior
Never thought someone is kicking from my paper
Only thought that wide be... best friends I pray
Didn't think about living the K up
Giving your chick address for dodging from a seat
back to an A cup
Not to let the... homie they stay up
The... all over your face now you a... make up
Loud shits breaking the neighbors while you're yelling...
... in the P cut
Ain't no stopping me, I monopolize in your whole
property
My team the bang and... the hang like I... 
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I'm properly suited to be understood and careless
Tell your ash... press was cancer awareness
And all careless is safe to safe
You can't compare this to the rents of a terase
In time square it zone
I'm not those who be claiming the money long
The gorilla who stolen them double barrel is... 
G money you on the roof turn around to your... 
And now look in the sky
And now G money that bitch the proof
No model got kilo low and... on my dancing
... selling sell getting... no getting dancing
Was the team player or is rapping the block
Stop I'm joining the crack refusing the past to rock
Bout to shoot every shot whether I'm in box and not
... in the parking line
Play game everybody else is swaying I'm feeling tense
I'm a non star
No is way around the corner ad he's loyal to his team
Showing nothing but support
I was damn when was born right damn when we... 
I will never... over floss
Is crashed... Chris... I will bleed
If you make a proposition I'ma be checking for cheese
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